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Abstract
This paper introduces a new method ‒ the Rank M-Estimator (RME) ‒ for robust covariance matrix estimation of
distributed scatterers (DSs) in SAR image stacks, or more general for complex multivariate with multiplicative
and non-stationay phase signal. The RME can work without the assumption of samples’ stationarity, which is
seldom addressed in the SAR community. In other words, no flattening/estimation of the interferometric phase is
required. The robustness of RME is achieved by using an M-estimator, i.e. amplitude-based weighing function in
covariance estimation.

1 Introduction
Monitoring volcanic regions using InSAR methods encounters multiple challenges: 1. limited number of persistent scatterer (PS), 2. low number of images, and 3.
sometimes the precipitous topography causes height dependent tropospheric delay (TD) which correlates the
deformation signal.
To cope with the low PS density, distributed scatterers
(DSs) are usually exploited, such as algorithms like
SqueeSAR [1] and so on [2]–[4]. They perform a statistical test on the amplitude of the neighbourhood of a
target pixel, in order to identify its “brother pixels” realized from the same distribution. The mean of these
brother pixels is then taken, and treated as a PS in the
subsequent processing. Slightly different in [2], the
phase history parameters of each single-look DS pixel is
retrieved by the optimal maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) assuming complex circular Gaussian (CCG) distributed DS.
Nevertheless, all the aforementioned algorithms rely on
the statistical test on the amplitude time series of the
neighbouring pixels. The detection rate (different distribution detected as different distribution) of the test degrades with decreasing number of images. According to
[5], under the assumption of Rayleigh distributed amplitude time series, the detection rate (at constant 5% false
alarm rate) is only 20% using 10 images for two DSs
with an expected intensity ratio of 3 dB using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test employed in SqueeSAR.
As the detection rate goes down, pixels of different
distributions including non-Gaussian ones are included in the covariance matrix estimation. This in turn
affects the final parameter estimation.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a robust and
adaptive covariance matrix estimator when the selected neighbourhood is contaminated. We consider two

types of contamination: 1. non-Gaussian samples, and
2. non-stationary (N-S) samples. For the first type, an
M-estimator with amplitude-based weighting is employed, and for the second type we use higher order
moments to cancel the effect of multiplicative mean.
The combination of these two aspects leads to our
proposal of the Rank M-Estimator (RME).

2 Robust covariance matrix estimation
2.1 MLE under complex circular Gaussian distribution
The covariance of two single-look complex observations gn and gk in image n and k is defined as the expectation of the product of one with the complex conjugate of the other: cn,k  E  gn gk*  . The MLE of the covariance matrix of N-variate CCG vector g is:
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2.2 M-estimator of covariance
The M-estimator is a generalization of the MLE that can
be designed to, e.g., resist outliers [6]. It minimizes a
customized loss function   x  w.r.t. the residual x. The
M-estimator of a covariance matrix is [7]:
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where the real-valued weighting function w(x) is
 ' x x .
The MLE of CCG multivariate corresponds to an Mestimator with a loss function   x   x 2 , i.e.:
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which corresponds to the MLE of the covariance under
CCT.
Unfortunately, the sample distribution is always varying
and unknown, i.e.  is unknown. In addition, with real
data when the number of images is low, mixture of distributions among samples can occur even with the adaptive sample selection. Therefore, without knowledge of
the sample distribution, one can assume  approaches
0, and the multivariate g is i.i.d., i.e. C  I I where I
is the expected intensity and I is the identity matrix.
This literally assumes the samples are very heavily
tailed, and contain no correlation between different images. It leads to an interesting weighting function:
NI
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which is the ratio of the expected intensity in space (assumed constant) and time (depends on sample). Finally,
the covariance matrix estimate is:
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In application to SAR image, instead of CCG, one can
model a time series of pixel as complex circular tdistribution (CCT) with a degree of freedom  . The
CCT approaches CCG as  approaches +∞, and become more heavily tailed as  approaches 0. [9] used
the weighting function w  x    2 N      2 x 2  ,
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It is evident, for CCG MLE, a single outlier in the samples will steer the estimator towards the outlier, and can
considerably bias the estimation. However, the Mestimator down-weights the highly deviating samples
according to the weighting function.

w

timation of the expected interferometric phase and the
covariance [11], i.e.:
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This specific M-estimator is also known as the sign covariance matrix (SCM) [10], where only the “sign” or
“direction” of g is considered. Therefore, the real covariance is lost, yet the shape and orientation of the joint
distribution of g is preserved. If the exact covariance
shall be retrieved, one could always estimate it from the
eigenvectors of Cˆ SCM and the samples. Experiment
found Cˆ SCM is very stable for TerraSAR-X (TS-X)
high resolution spotlight data.

2.3 The Rank M-estimator for nonstationary samples
So far, all the aforementioned estimators are all based
on spatially stationary samples, i.e. identical expected
interferometric phase. For N-S samples, it is a joint es-

The estimation of interferometric phase is usually done
by spatial filtering. The performance greatly depends on
the filter itself. And it can be challenging in urban area.
In [2], it is dealt by a multi-resolution defringe algorithm. Nevertheless, the phase estimation requires additional effort and bad estimates largely affect the covariance matrix estimation.
Therefore, we need an estimator that is invariant of the
multiplicative phase signal. Inspired by the rank covariance matrix (RCM) for additive noise explained in [10],
we introduce the RCM for complex multivariate with
multiplicative phase signal, which is:
1 M
H
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can be regarded as the rank vector of g in multiplicative.
g  j  is the neighbourhood of g  m  , and the  denotes
the element-wise product. RCM is a fourth order descriptor of g, where the multiplicative mean has disappeared due to the complex conjugate. And it can be



 



proven under CCG that abs Cˆ RCM approaches abs Cˆ
asymptotically, where

2

2

is the element-wise square.

Based on this, we define the Rank M-Estimator with
weighting function w(x) analogous to Equation (3):
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3 Experiments
3.1 Simulations
In this section, the MLE for CCG, the M-Estimator, and
the RME are compared under three different scenarios:
1. multivariate CCG, 2. multivariate CCT with degree
of freedom 1, and 3. N-S multivariate CCT, i.e. samples
contain phase fringes.
For each scenario, the same predefined exponentially
delaying coherence matrix is used for DS samples simulation. We simulated ten acquisitions, with each acquisition having 500 samples. In the last scenario, ten constant fringe frequencies within [0 π/100] are randomly
picked for the ten acquisitions, respectively.
The results comparison are shown in Figure 1. Each row
represents one of the aforementioned three scenarios,
and each column represents one of the three covariance

estimatorss. Subplot (1, 1) shall be reg
garded as the rreference coheerence matrix, because the MLE
M is the opptimal
estimator under CCG
G, and asymp
ptotically unbbiased
when the number of sam
mples are largee.

The comparison iss plotted in Fiigure 2, wheree the upper
row corresponds to
t the results oof the first testt area, and
the second
s
row iss the second aarea. Images on
o the left
CMLE , and righ
colu
umn are the reesults using Ĉ
ht ones are

ful under CCG
G, exAll the thhree estimatorss are successfu
cept the m
minor fluctuattion of RME at very low ccoherence due to the squaree root operatio
on. The MLE
E fails
when thee samples aree contaminated
d by outliers,, e.g.
heavily taailed t-distribuution. Yet thee M-estimatorr and
RME rem
main a correcct estimation. However, thee Mestimator is not capablle of dealing with
w N-S sam
mples.
Heavy unnderestimation occurs. The RME
R
is mean in
invariant, and kkeeps good peerformance at all
a conditions.

from
m Cˆ RME . The co
oloured deform
mation rates w.r.t.
w a local
referrence point aree overlaid on th
the SAR intenssity image.
Sincce the spans off both two areaas are around a few hundred
ds of meters, homogeneouss deformation
n rates are
expeected. The firstt test area conttains some buiildings and
vegeetation. And thus,
t
their stat
ationarity is no
ot guaranteed. Therefore, many
m
bad estiimates appearrs like salt
and pepper noise if using the cconventional Cˆ MLE . The
ond area is mo
ostly vegetationn, except in th
he center a
seco
road
d which usuallly appears as DS in X-ban
nd images.
The Cˆ RME also in general
g
outperfforms Cˆ MLE .
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For quantitative comparison, thhe histograms of the demation rates en
nclosed in the two dashed red
r rectanform
gles in Figure 2 are
a plotted in the correspon
nding positionss in Figure 3. When using Cˆ MLE , many lo
ocal peaks
of deformation
d
raate almost unniformly appeear in the
searcch range. Thesse peaks shoul
uld not corresp
pond to deform
mation signal, except extrem
mely conditio
ons. While
using Cˆ RME , the reesult is much more homogeenous, and
thus, more reasonaable.
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Figure 1. C
Comparison off covariance maatrix estimation using
1st columnn: MLE (under Gaussian), 2nd column:
c
M-estiimator
(amplitudee-based weightting), and 3rd column: rankk Mestimator; under three diff
fferent cases: 1st row: complex circund
mplex circular t-distribution witth delar Gaussiaan, 2 row: com
gree of freeedom 1, and 3rd column: non
n-stationary com
mplex
circular t-ddistribution.

3.2 Reeal data
Two test sites are seleccted in the sup
per volcano reegion
Campi Fllegrei in Italyy. We compare the linear ddeforˆ
mation raate of the two areas estimateed using C
MLE
E and
ˆ
, reespectively. Thhe DS pixel’s deformation ra
rate is
C
RME

estimatedd using:
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where s aand v are the elevation
e
and linear deform
mation
rate, Φ  s, v  is the diagonal
d
matrrix containingg the
modelled phase, and C
Ĉ is the covariance matrix (eeither
ˆ
ˆ
CMLE or Ĉ
CRME ). More details
d
can be found in [2]. For
each DS pixel, we perfform once the adaptively saample
selection using the KS test with ten TS-X high reesolution spotllight images. And
A the samee samples are used
for estimaating both covaariance matrices.
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Figurre 2. Compariso
on of deformatiion rate estimatees (overlaid
on SAR intensity im
mages) w.r.t. a loocal reference point
p
of two
test areas
a
in the supeer volcano regioon Campi Flegrrei. Homogenou
us deformation rate is expected ddue to the small size of the
two areas. The left column is the rresults using Cˆ MLE
, and the
M
. The sampless are identirightt column is using the robust Cˆ RM
RME
cal fo
or both covarian
nce matrices estiimation, and theey are adaptively
y selected (KS test) using ten im
mages.
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Figure 3. C
Corresponding histograms of the
t deformationn rates
[mm/y] ennclosed in the two
t
dashed red rectangles in . Left:
result from
m Cˆ MLE ; and righht: result from Cˆ RME . For the leeft figure, many local peaks alm
most uniformly appear in the ssearch
pond to deform
mation
range. Moost of them shoould not corresp
signals. W
While using Cˆ RMEE , the result is much
m
more hom
mogenous, and tthus, more reasoonable.

The propposed algorithm
m has been integrated
i
intoo the
DLR’S PS
PSI-GENESIS system.
s
It is ap
pplied on the w
whole
area of thhe image stackk of volcano Campi
C
Flegrei. The
stack conntains 34 TS-X
X high resolutiion spotlight iimages, spanniing from Dec. 2009 to Mar. 2012. The resuult of
using onlyy the PS is shoown as the upp
per plot of Figuure 4.
The loweer one is the reesult using the proposed RM
ME on
DS, combbined with thee PS result. It retrieves 15 ttimes
more scattterers than usiing the PS onlly. For good viisualization, onnly 10% of thhe points from
m either methood are
plotted inn Figure 4, andd the point sizze is kept the same
for both ssubplots.
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